
Moll’s Voice 
As I always do when preparing to write a 

Moll’s voice, I re-read the previous one to see 

where we were and to try avoid repeating 

myself.   

At the end of last year we were under siege in 

the midst of the student / outsourced staff 

anarchy with no end in sight.  Well - the sky 

did not fall on chicken licken’s head!  Finally 

UCT management realised the failure of their 

accommodative stance and that a line had to 

be drawn.  So it was and with immediate pos-

itive effect.  The anticipated resurgence of 

disruptive activity has not occurred and we 

are able to re-focus on our educational, re-

search and service tasks albeit with some 

political noise from those with lots of time on 

their hands. 

Stepping away from politics, I recently real-

ised with some disbelief that I have been 

warming the Pieter Moll and Nuffield Chair 

for 5 years now.  When I took it, I gave my-

self 10 years as pilot - so I am half way!   

With this in mind I thought it a good thing to 

review these busy jam packed 5 years with 

regards to the “vision” presentation I gave 

prior to appointment, as to what we have 

achieved and the areas requiring further at-

tention. 

One of my concerns was the misperceptions 

surrounding our discipline.  We are only too 

aware of the diversity of musculoskeletal pa-

thology and the great functional improve-

ment our surgery offers our elective patients 

with degenerative and deformity conditions 

yet many think Orthopaedics is synonymous 

with fracture care or even worse, “broken 

bones”.   

Because of this there was a massive imbalance 

in resource allocation to trauma at the expense 

of our elective service.  This not only denied 

our quietly suffering, tax paying community 

access to arthroplasty, arthroscopy and the like 

but had a negative impact on our training.  

This was fuelling the paradox of training mis-

match, where Orthopaedic Surgeons were en-

tering independent private practice without the 

abovementioned necessary skills mandated by 

the private practice environment.   

We ring fenced elective lists and these patients’ 

rights recognised as equal to the uninvited trau-

ma cohort.  Simultaneously the province 

locked on to the value of arthroplasty and re-

ducing long waiting lists.  They allocated fund-

ing for additional arthroplasty lists over and 

above our regular lists.  With recognition of 

superior outcomes with THR in certain proxi-

mal femur fractures, we adopted this strategy 

reserving Moore’s and cemented Thompsons 

for those with low functional expectation and 

associated morbidities.   

This increased our training base substantially.  

In 2011 we were doing 90 primary THRs per 

annum, now 200 plus.  This is still below my 

calculated need of 610 pa based on burden of 

disease and referral population.   

We have to accept that GSH cannot provide all 

the metropoles’ service needs.  Our three D10 

theatres are running at capacity except on a 

Friday where there is space for one more list.  

This is due to additional trauma lists allocated 

over the last 3 years based on our well collect-

ed statistics.   
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Data is power, a point I highlighted 5 

years ago. We have collected data, now in 

excess of 14 000 cases on our theatre 

database which I coded and implemented 

in 2012.   

The emergency board where we book all 

our acute trauma reflects our societies’ 

woes of interpersonal violence and indis-

cipline with alcohol and speed (and stag-

gering on the sides of roads). 

Despite this massive load, we as a depart-

ment have made a conscious effort to 

maintain appropriate standards.  Gone 

are the days of a poorly maintained frac-

ture with rush pins / enders nails.  We 

use appropriate tried and tested plate and 

nailing systems to reliably mobilise our 

patients rapidly to ensure the most effi-

cient use of our theatre and bed re-

sources.  We have high expectations of 

our trainees and consultant staff with 

daily trauma working group meetings and 

weekly departmental trauma reviews and 

regular M&M interrogation.  We have 

established a consultant led service not 

only in the elective arena but the previ-

ously neglected trauma area 

as well. 

 

I feel we are appropriately balanced in the 

diversity of service for our milieu.  We 

will never be able to offer everything to 

everyone, and this should not be our goal 

but we need to provide a structured ap-

propriately managed service to our com-

munity to set local standards and use as a 

training base. 

In an effort to allow this, I identified the 

need for peripheral hospital support.  

Some of this was there but not well coor-

dinated.   

Along with Paul Rowe based at Victoria 

Hospital and ostensibly responsible for 

peripheral hospital level 2 service we have 

improved on this.   
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There has been alignment of objectives 

with the Mitchell’s Plain Hospital manage-

ment after they realised the value of our 

support.  This has resulted in a full time 

Orthopaedic Consultant post there and 

increased cooperation between us, over-

coming the initial provincial management 

obstacles.  They initially also subscribed to 

the “POP only” Orthopaedic Service for-

getting the second word of our discipline – 

“Surgery”.   

Along with pro deo commitment from 

Deon Engela, Nick Martin and their Joint 

Care Trust we offer a primary arthroplasty 

service at MPH – again ‘cos it’s a basic 

Orthopaedic procedure, and the second 

best functional improvement surgical in-

tervention (WHO) after cataract surgery. 

I had highlighted the inter-relationship of 

administration, academia 

and service as pillars of success.  I still 

firmly believe this and we need to work 

hard to avoid our various task masters 

interfering with our multiple responsibili-

ties – service always pulling us away from 

research and improving our discipline.  On 

the other hand we must avoid pointless 

research which is evident the world over.  

I remind you of the definition of academia 

– something of little practical value.   

We strive to be appropriate and valuable.  

Under the directorship of Michael Held, 

we have formed (despite UCT’s obstacles 

believe it or not) our own Orthopaedic 

Research Unit which I have presented 

before.   

I am extremely proud of this initiative as 

it separates us from our SA peers.  Mi-

chael has a nose for synergy having initiat-

ed collaborations with other resource rich 

departments, attracting students from 

overseas and pumping up our publication 

count.  We have a UK surgeon joining us 

with a big grant to study fracture healing 

in HIV.   

We have utilised the world’s interest in 

“Global surgery”, making what we have 

done and continue to do well, sexy.  We 

are learning to play the game at last. 

I touched on RWOPs and transformation 

in my presentation.  We are under paid in 

the state – no doubt.  There is no finan-

cial promotion and all the consultants 

work well above their pay grade.  We are 

paid at the same level as the soft disci-

plines – our employer total oblivious to 

our street value.  RWOPs balances this.  

It has to be managed carefully for obvi-

ous reasons, protecting service, research 

and teaching outputs but recognising the 

fulfilment and training opportunities of a 

diverse practice and, of course, real mon-

ey.   

To this end we formed the OrthoUCT 

practice at UCT Private Academic Hospi-

tal.  To lead by example, I closed my out-

side practice and restrict myself to 

UCTPAH.  Despite the gamble, this 

works well for me.  I encourage my staff 

to emulate this, accepting the nuances of 

their individual circumstances.   

There are the usual irritating provincial 

challenges to this but I believe they see 

our value and outputs as more than ade-

quate.  Our small staff complement defi-

nitely punches above its weight.  This is 

public private partnership at its best.  It 

allows employment of fellows – we cur-

rently have 4 – which adds significantly to 

the provincial work force at no cost to 

them. 

While committee meets committee over 

transformation, we simply get on with it.  

We are increasingly attracting talented, 

motivated medical officers and registrars 

of all backgrounds and genders, with one 

common interest – Orthopaedic Surgery.  

While we will never satisfy everyone, I 

actually don’t give a toss as I am confi-



dent that we look for the same in every 

trainee – intelligence, drive, passion for 

our discipline and commitment to con-

tribute to caring for our South African 

patients for the rest of their careers – no 

more, no less.  I believe we have a cohe-

sive, for the most part happy team and so 

we will just carry on the way we are. 

So what about the next 5? 

We have put a lot of effort into our un-

dergraduate and postgraduate education 

but there is work to be done.   

Nick Kruger has led the 5th year MBChB 

program with exciting initiatives.  We 

have re-focussed on primary care but our 

text book is embarrassing.  This needs 

not only to be re-written but re-

structured in a problem based, primary 

care digital learning and reference tool. 

The post graduate program is excellent 

with regular cadaver based learning and 

world class tutorials.  However our ef-

forts are largely limited to the UCT crew 

and many of our sister units around the 

country are in trouble.   

I see this in the exit exams where the 

candidates are not bad but poorly pre-

pared due to limited exposure to all of 

Orthopaedics.  We have been streaming 

our tutorials but currently installing state 

of the art audio visual system in H49 to 

allow interactive remote meetings.  Not 

only will this allow others to enjoy our 

experts’ teaching, but hopefully allow us 

to attend the many society organisational 

meetings virtually – I am so tired of 6am 

flights to OR Tambo! 

GSH can’t do it all – we need to further 

increase Orthopaedic Surgical activity 

outside.  Already the province has agreed 

in principle to 2 consultants per peripher-

al hospital.  There are plans for a new 

nearby hospital with 64 Orthopaedic 

beds.   

We need to stay involved – we are now 

on everyone’s agenda, not the  low key 

strategy of the past. 

We need to look to our strengths.  We 

will never lead the world on arthroplasty 

but we can in trauma and infectious dis-

ease.  We must further consolidate and 

focus our research energy, collaborating 

with anyone that has something to offer. 

We have a gem on our door step – our 
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paediatric service, with its high trauma 

volume and diverse elective offerings.  

Historically we have been on the back foot 

at RXH and keeping Maitland Cottage 

under the radar for fear of demise like 

PAOH.   

We must continue to celebrate our pres-

ence and demand our share of resources.  

It is inexcusable that our data is not all 

over the worlds journals.  With the use of 

prospective databases and renewed energy 

this will be addressed. 

So, I apologise if you see this as conceited.  

It is not intended as a self-portrait but 

rather a window into what is possible with 

an energetic, supportive team, motivated 

with realistic, common goals despite the 

challenges of our reality.   

I have an excellent team with more to 

come.  The quality of our graduates is out-

standing and almost all want to return post

-fellowship to join our machine.  Unfortu-

nately this is not possible but it drives 

those here as it is perfectly evident no one 

is indispensable where young skilled en-

thusiasm abounds.   

We endeavour to create opportunities for 

our best locally in order to retain them 

and improve access to care for our pa-

tients. 

regards 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

H49 catching up with the 21st century.  The space is being re-organised. This dead 

space previously housed old furniture.  It has been transformed into a meeting area.  

Along with AV upgrades to the seminar room, this area will have remote conferenc-

ing facilities in due course.  Rooms to left and right have been converted for registrar 

and student use. 
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Teaching 

Tuesday lunch time clinical meet-

ings continue to prepare our regis-

trars for their clinicals.   

Consultant support has improved 

with stalwarts Dunn and Grobler 

taking more of a back seat with 

intimidating current knowledge of 

of Held, Nortje and Laubscher. 

Steve Roche participated in an implant development and innovations workshop sharing his 

experience of their total shoulder development.  He also ran our monthly Friday Cadaver 

workshop on shoulder arthroscopy (left and below right) utilising our 4 donated teaching 

stacks. 

Left and above: Plastics can’t provide the support we need, 

so we do it ourselves.  Maritz Laubscher and Chris Price 

(plastic surgeon) ran an orthoplastics cadaver course on tibial 

cover. 

Right:  when the light source failed at our underfunded 

Maitland Cottage Childrens Hospital, the rep used the LED 

on her mobile phone. 
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Teaching 

Top left:  Exams drive learning.  One OSCE station on 

Pavlik harness and look what our boys are practising. 

Above:  Live pig spine complications course 

Left:  Stereotactic assisted ACL Friday afternoon course 

Below:  Fellow feedback makes the pain worthwhile 

Well done Michael Held on  

R100 000 award 



Teaching 
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The SOS (Sports Orthopaedic Service) is growing and getting busy. It is a fast-track clinic for young athletes, is attached to the knee 
clinic and runs on a Wednesday in D6 at Groote Schuur Hospital. The clinic sees acute sports related injuries or soft tissue injuries in 
patient younger than 45 years who benefit from early surgery. The main drivers of this are Michael Held and Steve Roche, as well as 
Jeroen Swart from SISSA.  

Two physiotherapists are working (pro-
bono) and two sports physicians alternate 
weekly to staff the clinic. The physiothera-
pists treat patients of the SOS clinic postop-
eratively or if they are managed conserva-
tively.  

Most athletes treated are patients without 
private health care, from national teams, 
semi-professionals, university and school 
sports as well as lower level clubs and leisure 
sports. 

E-referral is arranged through 
www.sos.uct.ac.za.  

 

Michael Held 

Recent participation at the Brussels spine course has led to 

our brand being offered via the European Spine Journal 

master lecture series 

Our YouTube channel hosting our student videos are increasingly 

watch from all around the world. 

Sports Injury Service 

https://protect-za.mimecast.com/s/rWgRBLcRk43AFr


The Scoreboard 
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Bay to Bay 30km 

Cecil Reid  2.21 

Robert  Dunn  2.58 

Russell Govender 3.27 

 

Peninsula 42km 

Cecil Reid  3.12 

Hayden Hobbs  3.25 

Robert Dunn  4.26 

Steve Roche  5.02 

Russell Govender 5.04 

 

Two Oceans 56km 

Cecil Reid  4.37 

Mark Roussot  4.50 

Hayden Hobbs  4.55 

Robert Dunn  5.54 

Russell Govender caught an 
          Uber at 41km 

Steve Roche   DNQ and 

                    ran an anonymous half 

 

Comrades 

Cecil Reid  7.59 

Robert Dunn  11.24 

 

Cecil Reid put in a solid performance the last 6 months cul-
minating in a brilliant Comrades sub-eight.  To the observer 
there was concern that he had caught the African wasting 
disease with his dramatic physical transformation, but he was 
taking advantage of the abundant time available having left the 
military for full time private practice by training for hours on 
end. 

He led the department in all races with only Hayden offering 
some chase.  Even youthful Duracell bunny, Mark Roussot, 
could not take him. 

Professor Roche hit a mid career dip choosing sedentary life-
style and a range of poison’s rather than building on our 2016 
old man successes.  With about 25km of training and typical 
Rhodesian stubbornness  he thought he would simply run the 
Peninsula for last minute 2 Oceans ultra qualification.  He 
started somewhat slow with Prof Maqungo, who is not listed 
due to some story about house guests and turning home at 
28km.  It was a terrible race with high wind speed and sand into one’s face coming 
through Clovelly.  The 2016 female Comrades winner blew in the 30km’s, but the 
UCT Ortho contingent kept at it.  Cecil cut through the wind.  Luckily Hayden didn’t 
blow away.  I managed to get home but despite running though his angina, Steve 
missed the cut off time to his absolute disappointment and surprise.  The only conso-
lation was that he beat Russell. 

Cecil, Mark and Hayden ripped through Oceans.  I had an enforced training break due 
to some horrible virus (probably Polley’s children again) and struggled with it but at 
least walked up Constantia neck to a sub-6.  Russell, our up until recently “most im-
proved” departmental athlete, took one look up from Imizamo Yethu circle, felt his 
legs turn to jelly and reached for his Uber app.  Old man Roche, not having qualified, 
apparently ran the half with his daughter - not confirmed as not on the result list and 
never seen by a reliable source. 

Cecil completed the season with a admirable sub-8 Comrades while I played sweeper 
in my “don’t let me ever do this again” 3rd. 

Bottom left:  Mark Roussot effortlessly completing 

the Two Oceans Ultra 

Right:  Yours truly finishing Comrades only smiling 

because the end was 25m away. 

Bottom:  The part of the race you or Cecil never see 

- but where Roche and I dwell.  My mate Ian having 

scraped his  10th with 11.57 collapsed with his new 

Green number.  He lay there for an hour before we 

could rouse him. 



The Scoreboard 
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Orthopaedic Surgery destroys General Surgery on cricket pitch January 2017 
Sunday morning at the vineyard oval saw the Orthopods take up the gauntlet 
laid down by the Surgeons in an inaugural T20 cricket match. This being the 
first of a now annual fixture, bragging rights were firmly on the line.  

Having won the toss, Bezuidenhout kicked the ortho team off by carting their 
openers to all sides before being forced to retire at 30 (off a mere 17 balls). 
Koller and McGuire kept the pace high with some cracking strokes, but a cou-
ple of quick wickets rapidly slowed the rate.  

Enter the effervescent Prof Roche. Nonchalantly strolling to the crease a posi-
tion early in the order, he nudged the ball effortlessly off his pads to get going. 
Soon after another wicket fell, and he was joined at the crease by a still be-
mused Sluis (who he had surpassed in the order). A couple of balls later Prof 

Roche promptly feigned a quick single and gave 
the classic “Yes… No… Sorry”, running Sluis out in less time than it took to do a shoulder scope. (He 
was later heard quipping with much mirth that it had something to do with Sluis not wanting to do the 
shoulder fellowship!).  

Despite the little middle order stutter, an undefeated 30 from Prof Roche and some lusty blows from the 
lower order saw the orthopods post a respectable 162/7 off their 20 overs. 

With a rate of just over 8 required a quick start was needed, but Matthew (Pecs) Workman’s pace bowl-
ing skittled their top order and they struggled to recover. Good fielding from the ring and boundary rid-
ers alike then kept them at bay and they finally fell 30 runs short.  

With the day topped off by some fine boerie rolls and beers at the interval, and several families dotting the boundary with kids in 
tow, it certainly was one to remember.  

Neil Kruger 

Top left:  Retired Prof Del Kahn surveys the demise of General Surgery 

Above:  the teams - who ate all the pies? 

Middle: Lovely Mrs Laubscher, Prof Roche and Duncan McGuire 

Right: semi-retired Prof Mike James from Anaesthesia during an umpiring break. 

Graham McCollum and boet came 

69th in the recent Cape Epic 



Say what? 
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Seems peripheral hospitals replacing sur-

geons with robots. When did a knee replace-

ment become so difficult? 

Portia Julies has been with us forever.  She is acting theatre head while the province dally with 

reappointment after Cheryl Lawrence’s departure.  Here she is measuring water usage for scrub-

bing to try and save during our drought. 

Steve Eisenstein, ex JHB now retired spine surgeon from Oswestry and Tiger moth pilot had some 

good things to say about us and our journal.  This really confirms our need to support it and contin-

ue to strive for international accreditation which looks more likely under Mike Held and Len Marais, 

the new drivers. 

Neil Kruger is the latest registrar to 

experience the Hand Unit melt down.  

Barely surviving the first trimester, 

the “tik head knife fighters” cracked 

him.  Mid clinic he punched the desk 

and fractured a digit.  Here sporting 

his splint.  So soft these boys! 



Happenings 
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L to R:  Pieter Jordaan, Tom Hilton and Dave North got together in London on 
the night of the recent terror attacks.  Best get home to safety!  

Pieter is doing the Wrightington Hand fellowship.  Tom is soon to return to Cape 
Town following his RNOH Sarcoma and limb reconstruction experience.  He will help us take our service 
forward.  Dave is joining us as a sessional, initially covering Sithombo while on sabbatical and also at RXH. 

Gerhardt Thiart, Jimmy Kauta, yours truly and Mark 

Roussot attended the CMSA graduation in Durban after 

their success.   

GT is off to Tygerberg to join Nando Ferreira and his frame 

fellowship.  JK wrote early at my request.  He cracked it and is completing his rotation.  We plan to employ him at Mitchell’s Plain 

Hospital.  MR is off to a London based fellowship under Fares Haddad (JBJS fame) in sports and arthroscopy.  He plans to return to 

Cape Town thereafter and become involved with the mothership.  Mark excelled in the exams topping the semester one component. 

The boys took me out for dinner (right) where without  mention we all sported our departmental ties. 

The visiting ABC fellows had a whirl wind tour only 

spending one academic day with us.   

Here we are at dinner with Sollo’s on a role. 

The prolific boys continue to work hard on paternity leave.  Mark Roussot added to his exam 
stress with Nerea producing baby Sofia (left).  Maritz and Barlodien Laubscher had their second 

child, Marco. 

Bragging rights: and my 

eldest princess, Nicole 

Dunn, qualified at UCT 

with her PPE going 

straight on to Economics 

honours. 



Divisional meetings CPD accredited. 

All our academic meetings are now CPD accredited.  Private consult-

ants are welcome to attend and  contribute.  Our Spine meeting has 

grown and is attracting many private surgeons, with our Trauma meet-

ing following suit.  I would like to see our Friday academic sessions 

attracting similar interest.  Remember to sign the attendance register 

for points allocation. 

Our fixed weekly academic meetings are as follows: 

Monday 7 - 8 am:   Trauma meeting D15 

Tuesday 7.45 - 9 am: Spine meeting D15 

Tuesday 1-2pm:  Clinical examination meeting D6 

Tuesday 8 - 10pm  Registrar teaching  

Friday   7 - 8 am:  Trauma meeting F23 

             2 - 4.30  Dept academic meeting H49  

A monthly program is available. 

H49 Old Main Building 

Groote Schuur Hospital 

Anzio Road 

Observatory 

Cape Town 

7925 

http://orthopaedics.uct.ac.za 

Secretary:   Mrs Bernadette Priest 

Telephone:  +27 021 404 5118 

bernadette.priest@uct.ac.za 

Division of Orthopaedic Surgery 

If anyone would like to contribute something of interest 

regarding our department for the next Newsletter, please 

send to me on: 

 robert.dunn@uct.ac.za 
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Old spine dogs don’t die.  Prof Gert Vlok retired from decades of state service 

now runs a full on private practice.  Having trained his son Ian and having a holi-

day house close to his, we often crayfish dive together.  Although he could be a 

difficult man as a Prof, he has mellowed and remains a role model in his commit-

ment to Orthopaedic teaching and practice. 

Carel Bezuidenhout and his fa-

ther in law have a special relation-

ship.  Here he is being collected 

from Windhoek airport.   

Adrian Swan is next up for finals.  He made the mistake 

of bunking with Thiart at the Registrar congress - or was 

it the short straw?  Unable to sleep with Gerhardt’s hab-

its and early morning studying he resorted to drugs.  

Even thrown pillows couldn’t wake him 

No Moll’s voice is complete without the 

antics of Alex “now best and almost only 

spine surgeon in Namibia” vd Horst.  On 

outreach he forced me to attend a Ger-

man fund raising dinner promising home 

by 10.  Here we are 4am before an all day 

spine list with Sebastian Lippross, spine 

surgeon from Kiel, and the mandatory 

slim blonde on suave Alex’s arm. True to 

form he was a useless assistant the next 

day leaving Sebastian and I to do the 4 

cases! 


